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Los Cabos, a Spring Break Hub, 
Gets a High-End Infusion
Stylish venues have emerged to cater to a crowd that
 appreciates modern design, farm-to-table meals, and 
sipping drinks as opposed to drinking shots.
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Los Cabos, a Spring Break Hub, Gets a 
High-End Infusion 
Stylish venues have emerged to cater to a crowd that appreciates modern design, farm-
to-table meals, and sipping drinks as opposed to drinking shots. 

I heard about it years before I first made it there. A beach paradse framed by turquoise 
waters and hulking, golden desert rocks, a place for spring breaks and bachelorette 
parties, where, if the early ’00s MTV reality series “The Hills” was to be believed, tequila 
shots and “drama, drama, drama” ruled. Cabo. Those in the know simply referred to it 
as Cabo. 

But there is a different kind of Los Cabos, an artful destination for discerning travelers 
that can be as laid back — or “turnt up,” as they say — as one desires. Of course, this sea-
flanked strip of Mexico on the southern tip of the Baja peninsula has always been about 
more than getting drunk and testing friendships, but recently, a variety of high-end 
destinations have emerged to cater to the type of crowd that appreciates modern design, 
farm-to-table meals, and sipping drinks as opposed to drinking shots. 

 
 
The entrance to Costa Palmas Beach Club on the East Cape of the Baja Peninsula. Credit Graham Walzer 
for The New York Times 



That same weekend on the East Cape of the Baja Peninsula, another woman happened 
to be celebrating her own impending marriage: Gwyneth Paltrow, the Goop founder and 
Oscar-winning actress. Ms. Paltrow chose the Costa Palmas development, which soft-
opened in April, for her gathering; it’s the site of a Four Seasons resort slated to open in 
2019 and an Aman hotel planned for 2020. About a 45-minute drive north of the Los 
Cabos International Airport, the East Cape offers sandier beaches and calmer waters 
than the Corridor, owing to its location on the Sea of Cortez. 
“It’s a pure white sand bottom,” said Jason Grosfeld, chief executive of Irongate, the 
firm developing Costa Palmas. “like the Caribbean or Southeast Asia.” 

When the Four Seasons officially opens in April, guests will be able to take advantage of 
three restaurants, a marina, a 50,000-square-foot beach club and activities like water 
skiing, windsurfing and hiking. What there won’t be a lot of: buildings to mar the view. 

“We’re forming the edges of stuff so we can capture the landscape, so the experience of 
the place is all about the terrain, vegetation and ocean, and being in the ocean,” said 
Scott Glass of Guerin Glass Architects, the firm that designed Costa Palmas. “Our 
architecture tries to be really quiet. What we tried to do is kind of stay out of the way.” 
 
 

 
 
The chef Luis Alejo cooks on the outdoor grill at the Costa Palmas Argentinian BBQ-style restaurant, El 
Vivero (The Nursery). Credit Graham Walzer for The New York Times 
 
 




